
on-going project: FHRs in schools, nurseries, care homes et al

report: The Elliott Review [Birmingham]

report: An update on food crime since the Elliott Review

report: Regulation or voluntary schemes in the food sector?

CIC incorporated March 2014

Board of Directors

Panel of Experts

The Hand That Feeds: A musical about food crime

Grand Union Visual Arts project: The Empire Remains

Archetypal households: A data research & writing commission

Birmingham 2050: One family, three futures: 4 Stories

Graffeati: An installation at Kings Heath Dining Club
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FOOD SUPPLY SCENARIOS

FOOD SYSTEM STRATEGIES 

FOOD SECTOR ECONOMICS

FOOD SAFETY, ASSURANCE & INTEGRITY

WHO WE ARE

NARRATIVIUM PROJECTS

FOOD INSTABILITY

WHAT WE DO

reports, papers, presentations, events

articles, blogposts, videos 

curation of information

Submission: HoL FPHE Select Committee

report: GBSLEP Briefing: The food & drink sector

blogpost: Drug foods & their specific risks to the food supply system

The Game: Nine meals from anarchy?

report: Birmingham 2050 Scenarios

report: Horizon scanning report: Back from the future

blogpost series: Food system dynamics

report: Global risks to UK food supplies

briefing note: Risk and resilience

Food insecurity report: A city level response?

Towards a food strategy for Birmingham

Submission: National Food Strategy

blogpost: Food System Transformation #3: The economic burden

briefing note: The food sector deficit

No Stone Theatre & Birmingham Rep: Seeds of Hope

blogpost: Rights, responsibilities, principles & an elephantblogpost series: Food system transformation

Covid-19 & the food network

Submission: HoC EFRA Select Committee

blogpost series: Future food system shocks

report: UK preparedness for system shocks
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